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AAss Neww Zealander’ss adaptt too theirr ‘neww normal’,, 
theree iss lesss uncertaintyy forr thee future

29%

33%

47%
44%

46%

53%

45%

35%

May July Sep Nov Dec Jan Mar May

AGREEE ‘NOTT KNOWINGG WHENN WEE WILLL RETURNN TOO NORMAL’’ – BYY WAVE
In May, just one third of New 
Zealander’s are thinking 
about ‘not knowing when 

we will return to normal’, 
significantly down from 

January and March.
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OOncee someonee 
experiencess COVID-
19,, theyy becomee lesss 
concerned,, andd 
thereforee moree 
complacent.. 
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SSENTIMENTT – keyy outtakess 

DPMC MAY 2022

We have accepted, and are settling into the ‘new normal’ 

having lived through the COVID-19 peak. There is declining 

concern around COVID-19 – whether it be personally catching 
it, or the greater effect on the nation.

#1

#2

#3

COVID-19 is not ‘top of mind’, with the ‘cost of living’ 

crisis taking share of voice.

New Zealanders who have caught COVID-19 are less likely 

to think health behaviours are effective in slowing the 

spread and keeping New Zealanders safe.
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IIff youu havee hadd COVID-19,, youu aree lesss willingg too complyy 
withh keyy healthh behaviours

HAVEE NOTT HADD 

COVID-19
HADD COVID-19

- Lesss worriedd aboutt thee
impactt onn theirr healthh iff

theyy gott COVID-199 (22%)

- Lesss likelyy too thinkk thatt keyy

healthh behaviours willl helpp
keepp uss safee (59%)

- Lesss likelyy too thinkk aa rangee
off healthh behaviours aree

effectivee inn slowingg thee
spreadd off COVID-199

- Andd thereforee lesss

willingg too complyy

withh keyy healthh

behaviours

- Moree worriedd aboutt thee

impactt onn theirr healthh iff
theyy gott COVID-199 (44%)

- Moree likelyy too thinkk thatt keyy 

healthh behaviours willl helpp 

keepp uss safee (72%)

- Moree likelyy too thinkk aa rangee

off healthh behaviours aree

effectivee inn slowingg thee

spreadd off COVID-199

- Andd thereforee moree

willingg too complyy

withh keyy healthh

behaviours
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AAndd thee longerr timee thatt elapsess sincee youu havee hadd 
Covid-19,, thee moree complacentt youu get

HADD COVID-199 

11 MONTHH AGO

HADD COVID-199 2-33 

MONTHSS AGO
HAVEE NOTT HADD 

COVID-19
HADD COVID-19

- Worriedd aboutt thee impactt 

onn theirr healthh iff theyy gott 
COVID-199 (26%)

- Keyy healthh behaviours willl 

helpp keepp uss safee (67%)

- Evenn lesss worriedd aboutt thee 

impactt onn theirr healthh iff theyy 
gott COVID-199 (16%)

- Lesss likelyy too thinkk keyy healthh 

behaviours willl helpp keepp uss 

safee (52%)

- Lesss likelyy too thinkk facee 

maskss andd boosterr shotss aree 

veryy effective

- Lesss willingg too usee aa facee 

maskk andd stayy att homee iff sick

- Moree likelyy too stronglyy 

disagreee thatt thee restrictionss 
shouldd bee stricterr thatt theyy 

currentlyy are

- Lesss worriedd aboutt thee 
impactt onn theirr healthh iff 

theyy gott COVID-199 (22%)

- Lesss likelyy too thinkk thatt keyy 

healthh behaviours willl helpp 
keepp uss safee (59%)

- Lesss likelyy too thinkk aa rangee 
off healthh behaviours aree 

effectivee inn slowingg thee 
spreadd off COVID-199 

- Andd thereforee lesss willingg too 
complyy withh keyy healthh 

behaviours

- Moree worriedd aboutt thee 

impactt onn theirr healthh iff theyy 
gott COVID-199 (44%)

- Moree likelyy too thinkk thatt keyy 

healthh behaviours willl helpp 

keepp uss safee (72%)

- Moree likelyy too thinkk aa rangee 

off healthh behaviours aree 

effectivee inn slowingg thee 

spreadd off COVID-199 

- Andd thereforee moree willingg 

too complyy withh keyy healthh 

behaviours
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BBEHAVIOURSS – keyy outtakess 

DPMC MAY 2022

As more New Zealanders experience COVID-19 first-hand, they are 

less convinced on the effectiveness of carrying out health 

behaviours, and therefore become less willing to actually 
undertake them.

#1

#2

#3

There is a compliance gap between taking a RATs test and 

officially recording the result. 

Despite compliance waning, there is a universal motivator to 

continue carrying out health behaviours to protect others.
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Ass Neww Zealander’ss experiencee COVID-199 firstt 
hand,, theyy doubtt thee efficacyy off healthh 

behaviours andd becomee moree complacent.. 

Theree iss aa needd too intervenee withh thee lackk off 
compliancee too remindd NZers whyy theyy needd too 

remainn diligent.

DPMC MAR 2022 30
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EExposuree too COVID-199 relatedd topicss hass significantlyy 
declinedd acrosss thee boardd sincee March

NZers are less likely to agree that 
they’re hearing about COVID-19 
related topics on a regular basis.

Some of the greatest decreases 
include Omicron, COVID-19 

spreading in the community, 
COVID-19 booster shots, and 
vaccination passes.

“YOUU SEEE ORR HEARR ABOUTT ITT ALLL THEE TIME” MAY-22 MAR-22
+/- vs.. 

MAR-22

Wearing a mask 29% 43% -14%

Staying home and getting a test if sick 25% 41% -16%

Taking a RATs test and officially recording the result 23% 34% -12%

Omicron 21% 51% -30%

COVID-19 booster shots 21% 44% -23%

COVID-19 spreading in the community 19% 44% -25%

What to do if you get COVID-19 18% 32% -14%

Flu Jabs 17% - -

New Zealand’s border being back open 17% - -

Being ready and have a plan if you get COVID-19 14% 24% -10%

Isolation requirements 14% 27% -13%

New COVID-19 variants 12% 16% -4%

Officially recording the result of a COVID-19 RATs test 

(including a negative result)
12% - -

The ‘COVID-19 Protection Framework’ (traffic light system) 12% 19% -8%

When 5 to 11 year olds can get vaccinated 11% 18% -7%

Vaccination passes 9% 29% -19%
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IInn linee withh generall COVID-199 topicc declines,, Neww Zealanderss 
doo nott feell ass iff theyy aree seeingg thee UACC brandd ass much

ASSOCIATIONSS WITHH THEE ‘UNITEE AGAINSTT COVID-19’’ BRANDD 

None of the above

Is for people like me

Is passionate about what they do

Is making a difference

Is a brand I trust

Really stands for something

Is everywhere

None of the above

It has taught me something new

It has encouraged me to behave in

particular ways to stay safe

It is informative

It tells me what I should be doing to

keep myself and others safe

It is clear and easy to understand

‘UNITEE AGAINSTT COVID-19’’ BRANDD  EFFECTIVENESS
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TThee majorityy off Neww Zealanderss understandd thee valuee off UACC 
andd vaccinationn messagingg 

COMMSS WEARR OUTT - UAC COMMSS WEARR OUTT - VACCINE

I feel bombarded by this information

I’ve stopped paying attention to this 

information

I am seeing/hearing this same

information too often

This information helps clarify the

current rules & regulations

This information is valuable

It’s important that this information is 

circulating while COVID-19 is in the 

community

I feel bombarded by these ads

I am seeing/hearing these ads too often

I’ve stopped paying attention to these 

ads

These ads help me make decisions

about getting vaccinated against

COVID-19

These ads are valuable

It’s important to show these ads while 

COVID-19 is circulating in the 

community

The majority of’ NZers
understand the important role 
that COVID-19 communications 

play whilst we continue to live 
with the virus.

One third (35%) have stopped 
paying attention to UAC 
comms.
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Comms wear out is more likely to be experienced by 
younger people 

35

But there are some strong attitudinal differences too

DPMC JAN 2022

(%’s comparing those who agree/strongly agree with at least one of the comms wear out statements vs. those who don’t agree)
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Informationn qualityy andd accesss remainss stablee sincee March

INFORMATIONN QUALITY

I am not being told all the

information I need to know

I am being told all the information

I need to know

I am being told information I don’t 

need to know

Disagree and strongly disagree

In between

Agree and strongly agree

HAVEE ACCESSS TOO THEE INFORMATIONN 

YOUU WANTT ANDD NEED

Though we see a subtle reallocation from being ‘told all the information they need’ into ‘being told 
information they don’t need to know’

Those who have personally had COVID-19 in the past month 
Low concern of catching COVID
Think we’re moving in the wrong direction
Have not been vaccinated 

“II AMM BEINGG TOLDD INFORMATIONN II DON’TT NEEDD TOO KNOW”
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TThee ‘denierss andd rebels’’ feell likee theyy don’tt havee 
qualityy && accessiblee COVID-199 information

The truth – deniers/rebelsClarity on rules

THOSEE WHOO FEELL LIKEE THEYY DON’TT HAVEE ALLL THEE INFORMATIONN THEYY NEEDD // DON’TT HAVEE ACCESSS TOO IT

DENIERS & REBELS

More likely to think we are heading in the wrong direction (47% vs 26%)

More likely to have not been vaccinated (12% vs. 6%) and say they will definitely not get the booster (41% vs. 26%)
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Articles in the media continue to be the top source of information

TTOPP INFORMATIONN SOURCES

Your family doctor, GP or a health care professional

Searching for it on the internet

Friends/family/whānau

1pm media briefings (e.g. from Prime Minister,

Ministers or Director General of Health)

Social media posts and pages

Ministry of Health website (health.govt.nz)

COVID-19 website (covid19.govt.nz)

COVID-19 advertising (e.g. on radio, TV or in

newspapers, posters, leaflets, fliers, online, social…

Articles in the news/media (newspapers, TV, radio or

online news websites) e.g. One News, Newshub,…

We continue to see significant 
declines across the use of almost all 
information sources when it comes 

to COVID-19, with the greatest 
decrease in ‘1pm media briefings’, 

and the COVID-19 website.

People are less actively seeking out 

information related to COVID-19.

But we continue to see decreases in use of  many information sources 
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Prominent figureheads continue to be the most sought out 
for opinions

TOPP COVID-199 OPINIONN LEADERS

Michael Baker

Associate Professor Siouxsie Wiles

Friends / family / whānau

Unite Against COVID-19 platforms (social media,

website)

Your family doctor, GP, or a healthcare

professional

COVID-19 response Minister Chris Hipkins

Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern

Ministry of Health e.g. Healthline

Dr Ashley Bloomfield

Typically those who are more 
engaged with the COVID-19 
situation (vaccinated, prepared 

for isolation etc.) are more likely 
to continue seeking opinions.

COVID-19 OPINION LEADERS 
DIFFER BY GENERATION:

Younger people (16-34’s) skew 
more likely to use community 

leaders or other public figures

Mid age people (35-54’s) skew 
more likely to use UAC platforms.

Older people (55+) skew more 
likely to use Dr Ashley Bloomfield, 

Chris Hipkins, Siouxsie Wiles, 
Michael Baker and their GP.

But overall there is a general decline in seeking of opinions around COVID-19.
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NZers aree increasinglyy thinkingg thatt misinformationn 
affectss nott knowingg whatt thee ruless andd guideliness are

40DPMC MAY 2022

Not sure

Not knowing what the rules and guidelines are

Not getting a COVID-19 RATs test when

symptomatic

Not isolating when they have COVID-19

symptoms

Not following the rules and guidelines

Conflict with people who are listening to other

information sources

People decide not to wear masks

People decide not to get vaccinated

HOWW DOESS MISINFORMATIONN AFFECTT NZers?

We continue to see that NZers most likely 
believe that misinformation affects 
people’s decisions around vaccinations 

and mask wearing.

In May, we see a significant a significant 

increase in not knowing what the rules and 
guidelines are.

28% believe 
COVID-19 
misinformation 

impacts them 
personally

78% of New Zealanders 
are confident in 

identifying COVID-19 

misinformation
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IINFORMATIONN – keyy outtakess 

DPMC MAY 2022

There is still an important role for UAC comms, and most New 

Zealanders recognise this.
#1

#2

#3

One third of New Zealanders have stopped paying 

attention to UAC comms.

New Zealanders are becoming more likely to think that misinformation 

is affecting not knowing what the rules and guidelines are.
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Thee vastt majorityy off Neww Zealander’ss continuee too 
recognisee thee importantt rolee thatt UACC commss playy whilstt 

COVID-199 iss circulatingg inn thee community.

Theree iss ann increasee inn thee perceptionn thatt misinformationn 
iss affectingg people’ss understandingg off whatt thee currentt 

ruless are.

UACC couldd havee twoo roless too play:
1.. Reminderr rolee – subtlee alwayss onn (i.e.,, helpp clarifyy thee 

rules)
2.. AA triggerr rolee - availablee whenn neededd (i.e.,, thiss iss whatt 

too doo iff youu gett Covid-19)

DPMC MAR 2022 42
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TTheree iss lesss vaccinationn conversionn ass ourr unvaccinatedd groupp 
becomee moree resistantt andd mandatess aree disestablished

“Haven’t got around to it”

“Just finding the time”

“Been busy, haven't felt the need and 

so far, feel fine with first 2 doses.”

BARRIERSS TOO GETTINGG BOOSTEDD AMONGG 
THOSEE WHOO AREE LIKELYY TOO GETT IT

NOTT AA PRIORITY HAVEE RECENTLYY HADD COVID-19

“Haven’t got around to it yet, and now I have covid so 

can’t get it for 3 months”

“Because I kept putting it off and I have recently had 

covid-19 so once the 3 months is up after having 

covid-19 I will go get my booster”
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TTheree hass beenn minimall conversionn off parentss whoo 
hadn’tt vaccinatedd theirr childrenn inn March

CHILDD VACCINATIONN STATUS VACCINEE INTENTION

Of those who haven’t yet 

vaccinated their child, there 

is a strong will not to
“Still unsure it's safe for my children”

“Only turned 5 this week”

BARRIERSS TOO VACCINATINGG CHILDD AMONGG THOSEE WHOO AREE LIKELYY TOO DOO IT

“No time available to get it done, working shifts doesn’t help”

“My child got COVID and have to wait for 3 months now”
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VVACCINEE && BOOSTERR SHOTSS – keyy outtakes

DPMC MAR 2022

There has been a reallocation of NZers from two shots 

through to being boosted.
#1

#2 And a reallocation of parents with kids 5-11 having had

one shot, through to two shots.

#3
But there has been minimal movement in converting the 

unvaccinated.
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In summary:

SSENTIMENT:

We’re settling into 

the ‘new normal’, and 
concern surrounding 

COVID-19 is 
subsiding. More New 

Zealanders have 

caught COVID-19, 
and this has 

negatively influenced 
their perception of 

health behaviours 

being effective.

BEHAVIOURS:

As perceived efficacy 

of health behaviours 
declines, so does 

compliance. There is 
a universal motivator 

to continue carrying 

out health behaviours 
to protect others, 

which should be 
considered.

INFORMATION:

There is still an 

important role for 
UAC comms, which is 

recognised by New 
Zealanders. New 

Zealanders are 

increasingly thinking 
that misinformation is 

affecting not knowing 
what the rules and 

guidelines are.

VACCINES:

There has been little 

movement in 
converting the 

unvaccinated, but 
rather a reallocation 

from two shots 

through to boosted 
for adults, and one 

shot through to two 
shots for kids.
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NNZers whoo haven’tt hadd COVID-199 aree moree likelyy too thinkk 
alll healthh behaviours aree effective

Officially recording the result of a

COVID-19 RATs test (including a

negative result)

Taking a COVID-19 RATs test if unwell

Getting a COVID-19 booster shot

Using a face mask as required, incl on

Public Transports and in shops

Isolating if you have COVID-19, are

symptomatic, or if a household

member has tested positive

EFFECTIVENESSS (VERYY EFFECTIVE)
New Zealanders believe that isolation is the 
most effective health behaviour in slowing 
the spread of COVID-19 and keeping NZers
safe.

We have seen significant declines in 
efficacy of boosters and taking RATs tests.

Perception of greater efficacy is seen among 
those who have higher concern in catching 
COVID-19, and those who have not yet had 
COVID-19.
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FFeelingss off ‘joy’’ aree drivenn byy familiarity,, progression,, aa sensee 
off controll andd satisfactionn withh thee government’ss response

50DPMC MAY 2022

Happyy withh thee government’ss response
“Labour have done an excellent job trying to protect us”

“They did a great job”

“It was managed better than other countries”

“I think we are doing well compared to the rest of the 
world”

Feelingg ass iff thee situationn iss moree ‘underr control’
“It’s under control…life returning to normal way” 

“I’m not worried about Covid it’s all under control”

AA feelingg off progress
“I am happy the borders are open…”

“Showing agility and ability to adapt”

“Everything is changing”

“It seems like we are progressing positively”

“I think the disease is past it’s peak”

“Things are getting back to normal”

AA feelingg off familiarity
“We are slowly getting to the point of accepting covid 

as a fact of life and starting to get on with living again"

“It feels more familiar now”

“Now that I've had covid I’m not as scared of it as I 

used to be”

JOYY – 17%% 
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Perception of efficacy of booster shots declines after having 
caught COVID-19

51

Although there is less uncertainty in the future, only 
39% agree that ‘life is feeling relatively normal now’.

There has been a significant decline in the number 

of NZers who think ‘COVID-19 booster shots will 
help keep us safe” (61%, -5%). This is driven by our 

‘deniers & rebels’.

But when we look into perceived efficacy of the 
booster (I think the booster shot is very effective in 

slowing the spread of COVID-19 and keeping New 
Zealanders safe), we discover that 61% of people 

who haven’t had COVID-19 think that the booster 
shot is effective, compared to 43% of people who 
have personally had COVID-19.

Does this suggest, once people have had COVID-
19, they lose faith in the efficacy of the booster?

DPMC MAY 2022

Life is feeling relatively ‘normal’ now

The current restrictions around the

country are our best option at this stage

for keeping New Zealanders safe

COVID-19 booster shots will help keep us

safe

Key health behaviours (i.e. scanning,

wearing face coverings) will help keep us

safe

POSITIVEE AGREEMENTT 

STATEMENTSS - TOTALL SAMPLE
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We see a reallocation from high concern in catching 
COVID-19, to a low concern

52DPMC MAY 2022

21%

35%
43%

21%

26%

36%

35%

15%

Low concern (1-3) Mid concern (4-7) High concern (8-10) Highest concern (10)

Mar-22 May-22

CONCERNN WITHH CATCHINGG COVID-199 – TOTALL SAMPLE

Let’ss exploree whyy thiss 
is,, andd whatt thee 

implicationss are…
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53DPMC MAY 2022

WWee noww seee peoplee whoo havee caughtt COVID-199 movee intoo thee 
‘loww concern’’ group…

LOWW CONCERNN (26%)

(1-3/10)
MIDD CONCERNN (36%)

(4-7/10)
HIGHH CONCERNN (35%)

(8-10/10)

HIGHESTT CONCERNN (15%)

(10/10)

DEMOS:
Skewingg towardss livingg inn thee 

upperr Northh Islandd (28%% vs.. 

20%).. 

THEE DENIERSS && REBELS

This group believe we are 
heading in the wrong direction. 
They’re less likely to have had 
their booster or intend to get it. 

They’re less likely to have 
prepared for isolation.

CAUGHTT COVID-19

This group are more likely to 

have had COVID-19 – particularly 
in the past 2-3 months.

DEMOS:

Noo significantt differences.

Moree likelyy too thinkk wee aree 

headingg inn thee rightt direction.. 

Lesss likelyy too nott havee beenn 

vaccinated.. Moree likelyy too havee 

preparedd forr isolation.

DEMOS:

Lesss likelyy too bee 16-34’ss (24%% 

vs.. 31%).

Moree likelyy too havee beenn 

boosted,, andd havee preparedd forr 

isolation.

DEMOS:

Noo significantt differences.

NOTE:: Inn March,, thiss groupp 

skewedd moree likelyy too bee 

parentss off 5-11’s.. Thiss roundd 

off researchh indicatess thatt 

53%% off thesee parentss havee 

hadd COVID-199 (vs.. 34%% total)) 

– perhapss thiss first-handd 

experiencee hadd brokenn downn 

theirr concernn barrier.. 

Moree likelyy too definitelyy gett 

boostedd (iff theyy haven’tt yet).. 

Moree likelyy too havee preparedd 

forr isolation.
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Theree hass beenn noo increasee inn preparationn sincee March

STEPSS TAKENN TOO PREPAREE FORR IFF HOUSEHOLDD MEMBERR CATCHESS COVID-19

79%% 
of New Zealanders have taken at 

least one step to prepare for 

someone in their household 

getting COVID-19

+1%% PoP
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Thee topp barrierss forr preparationn aree madee upp off informationn 
gapss andd attitudinall barriers

There have not been any significant shifts in barriers to preparation, 
and we now see a mixture of informational and attitudinal barriers 
sitting at the top.

BARRIERSS TOO PREPARATIONN – OFF THOSEE WHOO HAVEN’TT 

DONEE ANYTHINGG TOO PREPAREE FORR SELF-ISOLATION
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